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Brace and Bit used
to insert spiles into
trees to collect sap
for maple syrup.
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Spring Comes to Halcott –
the Music and the Magic
Mary Ball
As is so often the case, the
anticipation is a big part of the event, and so
it was with spring. My mom was planting
flower seeds in cigar boxes (remember
those?) in late February and moving them
around from one sunny window to another:
her garden in process.
The spring catalogs from
Montgomery Ward and Sears arrived. We
called them “wishing books,” and would
pick out an Easter outfit or maybe a new pair
of Mary-Janes (patent leather shoes with
straps).
Letters were arriving from summer
guests, reserving their favorite rooms at the
Homestead for their summer vacation.
High school seniors were out and
about selling magazine
subscriptions for their senior trip to
New York City, a big wow!
The sun was moving
higher now and days grew longer.
Frosty nights and sunny days – it
was time for the maple syrup
season. Silver buckets could be

seen on the maple trees and in the several
sap bushes in town. The business of boiling
down the sweet sap in the sap houses was
underway. I have a sweet memory of going
with my grandfather to the sap house, in the
horse pulled wagon, and watching the sap
being boiled down to syrup in the big pan
over a roaring fire. It was a Currier and Ives
scene, but also a boost to the farm economy.
That golden syrup was very precious with
city dwellers.
March winds would announce the
real arrival of spring – kites flying
(newspaper and bits of wood, homemade),
St. Pat’s Day and usually a snow storm to
mark the occasion. It was my mom’s
birthday, and a green party always.
The red-winged blackbirds came
back. The guys came a week or so before
their girlfriends and staked out their nesting
place. We could hear the sound of
“peepers” (baby frogs) along the creeks and
bird song was increasing in
volume.
Fishermen lined the
streams, looking for the
elusive rainbow trout. My
grandfather was an excellent
fisherman and sometimes
took me along. My

grandson has his creel (the wicker basket that
held the fish).
April showers and apple blossom and
May flowers and May Day when we picked
the wild flowers and brought May baskets to
shut-ins and friends. I recall bringing a May
basket to Mrs. Whipple, a lovely lady who
lived alone in a small house this side of the
Emerson Kelly farm.
The orioles were back now and
building their amazing hanging nests in the
elm tree in our front yard. Generations of
them, I suppose, in that same tree. And we
think GPS is something new?!
In the barn new life was evident,
from baby calves to baby kittens. And now
the cows were going out to pasture again and
the sound of cowbells could be heard as they
made their way.
In the fields plowing and planting
was underway. Horses pulled the plows.
Even by 1956 there were more horses than
tractors on the farm. (Contribution: The NY
State Dept of Agriculture records.)
In the farm homes, spring cleaning
had begun. Women attacked this ritual with
the energy of long distance runners.
Scrubbing and “airing out” and rug beating
and painting and paper hanging. (Women
did a lot of the wall-papering and made the
paste on the kitchen stove.) No wall or
window was exempt from their efforts. Libby
Kelder came to help with these chores, as she
did for so many others during my early life.
She was a wonderful person who will always
be in my memory.
We were preparing for the next
season – the Summer Guests – and the next
chapter in “Seasons on the Farm.”
“To everything there is a season
and a time for every purpose under
Heaven.”
Ecclesiastes 3.1
If you are a fan of classical music, or even if

you are not, listen to The Four Seasons, by
Vivaldi. Beautiful music.

Rural Then and Now

I went to visit Alan Reynolds the
other day to find out his different memories
of tasks that were done in spring on their
farm. Ward had been a dairy farmer before
he gave it up to become deputy under-sheriff
of Greene County. Alan remembered that
families with kids usually made syrup in the
spring. In his family, it all began with a small
ax that he got for Christmas. After he got his
ax, he would cut saplings to make firewood.
And of course, in spring, firewood was used
for sap boiling. The Reynolds family had a
big brick fireplace in the backyard where
they boiled.
After the ax came a brace and bit,
which you could fit with a tapping bit that
would make a hole exactly large enough for
spiles, the small spouts that when inserted
into the sugar maples, would act as funnels
for dripping sap. They started with spiles and
some gallon sized tins that Nonny [Ed note:
grandmother Claretta] had gotten from the
Fleischmanns school when she worked down
there. The buckets were suspended from the
spiles to catch the sap. Then, a few years
later, Jim Johnson, Tim’s grandfather sold
Alan some used buckets and spiles. In his
growing up years, they would collect sap
from the maples
around the house
and in the fields.
Sister Nan Reynolds
remembers that
everyone in the
family pitched in,
except for Peggy.
(Maybe Peg was too
young?) They would
hook up a small
trailer behind the
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tractor and drive around to the different taps,
using a milk can to collect the accumulated
sap from the different buckets. Often they
had to struggle through deep snow to get to
the trees. “We got a lot more snow then.”
The job of boiling the sap to syrup (roughly
forty gallons of sap made one gallon of
syrup) took time and firewood. Ruth would
finish it off inside. The syrup wasn’t the
only finished product: At a certain
temperature, you would stir and stir and stir
the syrup, and as air was incorporated, it
would turn a creamy color and become
spreadable maple cream. When you
continued to stir until you couldn’t stir
anymore, then it was candy. Then there was
also the method of pouring scalding hot
syrup on the snow outside to make candy,
which Ward called “lockjaw.” Probably
because it did.
There were other tasks that spring
dictated. Barns got cleaned out then because
in spring you could put the cows outside so
that you had room to work in the pens. Alan
told me that cows made a lot more milk in
spring. The place for the garden was
plowed. There wasn’t a lot of seed-starting.
Bill Green, the first owner of the Flower
Shop in C(l)ovesville [Editor: does anyone
know which spelling should be used?] sold
plants for vegetable gardens. The chicken
coop was also cleaned. In spring, baby
chicks were purchased and grew all summer.
Autumn was the season for “putting by”
harvests. Canning and preserving took care
of large harvests and gave food for the table
all winter. The grown chickens were killed,
plucked and stored in the freezer. Plucking
used to take hours and hours, according to
Alan, and life improved significantly when a
chicken plucker was introduced. Flails
would be set in motion to strip the chick.
Feathers were burned. Four or five piglets
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would go through a seasonal rhythm similar
to the chickens: spring was the time to
purchase and autumn the time to butcher.
All summer, both the chickens and the pigs
were wonderful solutions to food garbage.
Everyone went to church on Easter.
The Reynolds kids dyed eggs with the help
of Ruth using small kits with egg coloring.
[Ed note: I remember these kits, too. They
consisted of five dubiously colored pills in a
cellophane packet. These pills, when put
together with boiling water and vinegar,
blossomed into deep rich colors. Today kits
are very fancy, but they still have the dullcolored pills!] Alan notes that there was egg
salad for a long time after Easter.
These memories that Alan shared
with me on a cold February day made me
think of the time when self-sufficiency was
the only option. Preparing food to last a
family through the winter was an economic
necessity. When you lived on a farm before
the rise of cheap transportation, you were
forced to cultivate the art of self-sufficiency,
taking the best advantage of every season’s
offerings.
Contemporary living has flattened
out the rigorous change of seasons that
happened on a farm as recently as fifty or
sixty years ago. Who could imagine the
upgrades-to-life that we have inflicted upon
ourselves, including climate control, frozen
chickens and apartment living? Rural
stewardship and gathering of the fruits of the
land exist today, but as a choice, not a
necessity. I visited Chris and Judy
DiBenedetto’s Crystal Valley Farm a few
days after I saw Alan and was rewarded with
a tour through their busy facility. They have
more than 80 cows and as we stood in the
barn chatting, the great, slow honest faces
would loom up in front of their owner and
present a nose for a scratch or a pat. “Oh,

that’s Dorothy,” Chris would explain when a
visitor asked. Did they all have names? “Of
course,” said Chris grinning a little
sheepishly.
The DiBenedettos are an example of
the new rural. They have chosen to farm
because they love it. (Who names their
cows?) And in 2013 took a step to further
refine their passion. Through a scrupulous
and tedious process of certification by the
State of New York Ag and Markets, they
have become a creamery, allowed to
pasteurize their own milk. Every week, they
sell between two and three hundred half
gallons of “cream line” milk, pasteurized but
not homogenized. This ambrosia retains a
grass-fed freshness that causes lips to smack
with delight and white moustaches to appear
above happy mouths. Chris and Judy are
experts in milk production but are not
pressured by necessity to produce food for
their table. It’s actually an inter-related and
intricate web of economic well-being,
whereby Chris sells his milk to Freshtown
(among other retailers in the area) and then
turns around and buys his food there. It is a
good example of the complex economy of
our time, an example that I will leave for the
economics professors to parse. IK

A Weekend to Remember

“Welcome to the 2017 National
Sheepdog Finals! We hope your visit is
enjoyable as you watch the wisest, most
athletic, and most amazing dogs in the
world!” These words, written by Mike
Neary, President of the American Border
Collie Association, greeted visitors to the
largest, most important sheepdog trial held
on North American soil. Happily, my
husband Chris and I were fortunate enough to
slip away to northern Virginia for a couple of
days last fall to see the final day of
competition of some of the finest Border

collie/handler teams
from across the U.S. and
Canada. It has been a
dream of mine to see a
sheepdog trial of such
high caliber and this
event did not disappoint.
On a large, sweeping
field with the beautiful
backdrop of the historic
Belle Grove Plantation
House we were treated to watching some of
the greatest examples of what kind of work
can be accomplished between an experienced
shepherd and well- trained dog. It was truly
amazing.
For the competitors, the road to the
Finals began much earlier than the week of
the event in Virginia. The Finals were the
culmination of lots of hard work: hours upon
hours of practice and conditioning at home as
well as weekend after weekend of travel to
trials held at various locations to help prepare
and qualify the dog/handler teams for the sort
of scenarios they will face at such a high
level of competition. Every dog that makes it
to the Finals is already a winner. Based on
merit (placings at trials throughout the year),
the top 150 dogs from the U.S. and Canada
get to begin National Finals week by
competing in preliminary rounds held over
four days with a semi- final for the top 40
dogs held on the 5th day of competition. The
17 highest scoring teams from the semi-finals
qualified for the finals held on the last day.
Obviously, it’s a long week of competition
requiring much stamina and focus for an
extended length of time. Making it into the
finals is quite an achievement.
Each round of a trial as large as the
National Finals is assessed by a team of
highly experienced judges (small trials
typically have only one judge). The trial in
Virginia had four judges, each of whom has
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had great success in trialling dogs. These
judges came from California, Idaho, England
and Wales. How the scoring works is each
team starts with a set number of points
depending on the type of course being run.
Course layout is quite similar from trial to
trial but the larger trials for more experienced
teams will include some more challenging
elements to further test the team’s abilities.
Each part of the course is worth a certain
number of points. Because the idea of
sheepdog trials is to simulate the type of
work dogs would do on a farm, a dog that
can do the work efficiently with as little
stress as possible to the sheep is the kind
rewarded by trials judges and prized by
shepherds and trial competitors alike. As
each dog works its way through the course,
judges will deduct points as they see
mistakes such as the dog allowing or taking
sheep off an imaginary straight line between
points of the course or a dog working too
quickly or too slowly. There is a time limit
for completing the course so quiet, confident
workmanship is a must in order to attain a
good score. As each team finishes the course,
points are tallied and the team with the
highest score wins.
As mentioned earlier, the venue for
the 2017 Finals was stunning. Spectator
seating was at one end of a huge field that
sort of dropped down a little in the middle
and then had a bit of a hill toward the top by
a roadway. The entire field, except for a spot
behind a small knoll, was easily visible for
everyone watching. The weather that day was
perfect, too. Thankfully, the really hot
temperatures from earlier in the week (it had
been in the 90’s) had cooled to more
seasonably comfortable ones for both man
and dog. Several vendors selling everything
from delicious food to souvenirs and dog or
sheep related items were fun to visit during
breaks in the action. The main attraction,
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though, was the dog /handler teams. Seeing
dogs and handlers I had only heard of was
really special. These, after all, are the “who’s
who” of the trialling world. A few times I
went down to the handlers tent to watch how
these experienced competitors prepared to
take the field for their turn. If any of them
were nervous they sure didn’t show it. Some
simply chatted with friends, dog at their side,
as if it was any other day. Others sat quietly,
dog at their side, in the shade of the tent until
their name was called. When the handlers
and dogs were introduced, cheers erupted
from the crowd in acknowledgement for their
accomplishment in making it to the final
round. It was such a neat atmosphere all the
way around.
The course for the final round was a
demanding one. Set up in what is called an
“international style” double lift course, each
dog would be sent for one lot of ten sheep
that were being held by someone on
horseback with a Border collie of their own
on the opposite side. The dog competing
would bring those sheep down about 20
yards through a set of gates, then, on
command, leave those sheep to go after
another ten sheep off to the other side of the
field. Mind you the dog couldn’t see the
second set of sheep but “simply” had to trust
in the commands of the handler that there
were in fact another set of sheep out there.
Once the dog had fetched this second set of
sheep through the gates, the two groups of
sheep would be joined together and brought
down to the handler. From there, the dog
would take the 20 sheep in a triangular
course through two other gates and then into
what is called a shedding ring. The shedding
ring is a circle that is 40 yards in diameter
marked off by piles of shavings. All twenty
of the sheep would be moved by the dog into
this circle. Five of the sheep wore cloth
collars, the other fifteen were uncollared. To

perform this intricate “international shed”,
the dog and handler work together to separate
the collared sheep from the uncollared sheep,
similar to what they might do in a farm
setting where sheep are being sorted for some
reason. It was interesting to see how each
team did this. Basically, the flock was
worked quietly to allow the uncollared sheep
to drift off away from the group. The rules
stipulate that if any collared sheep go out of
the ring with the uncollared ones, all of the
sheep need to be regathered and the whole
process of shedding has to start again until
only the five collared sheep remain. Once the
five collared sheep are left, the handler asks
the dog to bring them to a six by nine foot
pen. Here the handler holds a rope on the
gate of the pen and instructs the dog to help
work the sheep inside the pen. The handler
may not let go of the rope or touch the sheep
to get them to go into the pen. The course is
complete once the sheep are in the pen and
the gate is closed.
Oh, and the team has 30 minutes in
which to do all this!
A few teams ran out of time and
didn’t complete the course, thus losing quite
a few points from the undone parts of the
course as well as any mistakes that occurred
on the parts that were completed. There were
some absolutely brilliant displays of work, as
one would expect at this level of competition.
The team that won the trial had a
difficult second group of 10 sheep and some
disappeared over the little knoll for a bit, but
the dog, on its own without any commands
from the handler, found those sheep and put
them back with the group. That bit of
confident work seemed to establish the dog’s
authority over the whole flock and the work
was so beautiful from that point on. It was as
if the sheep said, “This dog knows all of our
tricks. It’s no use but to do what she says!”
Another team, the one that placed second,

gave a masterful piece of work from start to
finish. They excelled at the shed putting on a
virtual clinic by shedding off the collared
sheep in no time at all. In a touching
moment, as this team finished the course to
much applause, the handler called his dog
over and lifted the dog in a sort of celebration
for a job well done. A job well done indeed,
for all of the teams that made it there and for
all of the dogs that toil daily, out of the
limelight, on farms and ranches all over the
world, partnering with us to care for our
stock in the best way possible. These dogs
are worth their weight in gold… and then
some. JD

Helping Hurricane Survivors

The mountains of central Puerto Rico
loom large over the sloping farm fields on
which we are standing. The high volcanic
jags are sharp and far different from the
rounded domes and comparative accessibility
of the Catskills. The dense, impenetrable
vegetation of the tropical forest covering the
Puerto Rican mountains was stripped bare by
the 200+ mph winds of Hurricane Maria.
After the hurricane passed by, people
emerged from their damaged homes and saw
their green surroundings transformed into a
brown wasteland. Any monstrous trees
fortunate to survive were diminished to
naked toothpicks against a brown
background of mud, which had in many
places slid downslope, carrying huge trees,
boulders, and tons of woody debris over the
curved mountain roads (not much different
from the ones we travel here, everyday) and
down to the valley floor.
The birds were gone. For a few days
after Maria, bees landed on every surface,
searching for food. There were no more
flowers, no more pollen, no nectar. After a
week or so, the bees disappeared.
In the 100 or so days between the
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storm and our arrival on the island,
so many depressive months of being in
vegetation had begun to recover. The
survival mode.
mountain jags were no longer brown, but
The week before Christmas,
vibrant green with vigorous new growth.
Winifred Zubin of Fleischmanns, Jed Porter
After a disturbance, growth is abundant in
of Margaretville and Wyoming, and I, finally
newly opened spaces. With a lack of forest
got to Sammy and Michelle’s home in
canopy, growth is somewhat explosive in the
Jayuya, PR. Their house had fared pretty
presence of sunlight. Often, the exploiters of
well, although the loss of a sizable chunk of
sunlight are species which had previously
lawn and driveway had left structural cracks
occupied smaller niches of the forest,
in the front wall. A hundred days in, utility
meaning that the new forest will probably be
poles along the small winding mountain
a different ecosystem, or at least different in
roads were leaning, or on the ground. Wires
many ways from the one that existed before.
festooned the road sides and had to be
It will be interesting to see over time how the
avoided; the ones lying across the road, we
forest has changed.
just drove over.
Our little team
Occasional patches of
was in Puerto Rico to
mud and/or boulders
visit and assist an organic
occupied one or more
farming couple, along
lanes -- honk the horn as
with other area farmers
you drive around into the
who have CSA
other lane, and hope any
(Community Supported
oncoming cars will stop.
Agriculture) members.
The scariest parts were
They have been unable to
where the edge of the
supply food to their
road had given way, with
members and need to rethe valley floor 300 feet
establish food production.
below. Piled branches
Building gardens in Puerto Rico
Thanks to Karen Rauter’s
along the precipice are
niece, and subsequent
supposed to keep you from
friends and relatives, I connected with
getting too close to the edge, but how do you
farmers Samuel Colon and Michelle Pavon.
know there is still ground under the asphalt
We ordered seeds, solar lamps, a solar car
on which you are driving?
battery recharger, coveralls (a lack of
While there, I saw the following
frequent laundry opportunities meant they
wildlife: 1 mongoose; 1 caterpillar; 1
were ruining their good clothing in the
Monarch butterfly, 2 butterflies I couldn’t
fields). I threw in a few strings of solar
identify; 1 honeybee; a handful of birds,
powered Christmas lights and some small
including 1 red-tailed hawk and 1 Sharpgifts. Robert from Cosmik Ice Cream in
shinned Hawk. Daily there were small
Margaretville (did you know there is an ice
swarms of small gnat-like flies that would
cream factory in Margaretville?? They make
bite the stuffing out of us.
delicious organic freeze-dried “astronaut” ice
The similarities of survival in Puerto
cream, I kid you not!), Robert donated a box
Rico and our own communities after Irene
of ice cream to the cause. I was determined
are striking. Same road and bridge issues.
that our new friends would have a party, after
Same flooding issues. Mold in houses.
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Generators that run out of gas. Difficulty
getting stores open, and when
communication was completely down, not
having a clue what had happened to your
neighbors or community.
There was no violence, no rioting for
food, no safety concerns for volunteers, no
need for the snipers on buildings or the oversized Homeland Security presence, as the
official spin in the news media would have
had us believe. Puerto Ricans were not
unwilling to help themselves. Indeed, they
were busy helping their neighbors and
hoping for needed outside assistance - the
same as we had received after Irene - that
took an unreasonable amount of time to
arrive. And whereas we were in survival
mode for days, or perhaps a few weeks, most
Puerto Ricans will be in it for many more
months or years.
Our team delivered seeds and
supplies, and many days of hard labor in
muddy fields. We helped dig new vegetable
beds - 17 of them 3 feet wide and 70 feet
long. We helped another farmer plant, weed
vegetable beds, and clear debris off his field.
We cut long grass with machetes and pulled
bromeliads from damaged orange trees in
hopes that some of them will survive.
More than that, as volunteers, we
brought support and an encouragement to
Samuel and Michelle and the other farmers.
Samuel thanked us every day and told us
many times that they were overwhelmed by
our project and presence, and that they finally
felt hopeful for the future, which I believe
they had not felt for a very long time. We
have established a strong relationship which I
think will offer more opportunities in the
future for more support. On our last night
there, December 23rd, we broke out the
Christmas lights and the gifts, the ice cream,
the generator-powered salsa music, and we
celebrated.

Recovery will result in a different
Puerto Rico than existed before. There is no
way to predict which systems and conditions
will survive and which will be changed.
There is a huge potential for stronger
infrastructure and energy options, including
solar, depending entirely on who responds,
with what resources and technology. After
this disturbance, will the opportunists have a
positive or negative impact on the island?
The only certainty, ever, is that things will
never be the same. PD
[Ed Note: For donations to this project, or
for more information, please contact Peg at
pegdib@gmail.com]
From the Halcott Dog Control Officer
Greg DiBenedetto
With the quickly approaching longer,
warmer days, it’s a good time to review the
vaccination status of any pets that may be
due for boosters or initial immunizations.
Dates for the 2018 Greene County Public
Health rabies clinics have been announced
and the closest location to Halcott is the
clinic that will be held on April 25th from
6-8pm at the Lexington Firehouse on Route
42 in Lexington. This is open to all Greene
County residents’ cats, dogs and ferrets.
Please call ahead (518-719-3600) for ferrets.
You will need to bring record of your pet’s
previous vaccination, if any. Donations are
highly encouraged.
On another subject, over the last
several months we have seen an increase in
the number of dogs that have gone wandering
and ended up being held by some kindhearted Halcott resident in the hopes of
locating the owner. Thankfully, in a small,
close knit community like ours, a few phone
calls and/or Facebook posts reunited these
dogs with their families. A big thank you
goes out to our Town for their help in caring
for lost pets!
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Geranium Redux

I know that faithful readers are
dying to know how my careful cuttings of
various geraniums made it through the
winter. The short answer is that, undeterred
by my sweeping the little pots off the
windowsill the other day with an accidental
flourish of my bathrobe, they survived. And
at least one of them actually dared to flower.
However, after all that meticulous labeling of
who was what color, the pale pink geranium
decided she wanted to be magenta after all.
Soooo, I guess that I haven’t done my
homework very well. Can geraniums change
color in mid-stream like that? Maybe there
was a mix-up at birth. Never mind.
Geraniums are not the only charmer on my
dance card these days.
Every year in February, my lowlight-winter-dumps mood turns upside down
with the arrival of the seed catalogs. Once
again, dreams of fancy dance through my
head. This year I have ordered Black Krim
and Cherokee purple tomatoes. I have
ordered Suhyo cucumbers and Pingtung
eggplant, all very challenging to my friend
Spellcheck. I have red mulch to try with my
toms and eggplant and a set of plans for a
new hoop house to build over my raised
beds. My portable greenhouse arrived a few
days ago and upon cutting open the box, I
managed to slice the plastic covering. We’re
working on a replacement for that.
If you pass by my house and see a
ghostly glow from my kitchen window, it’s
only the plant stand that is lighting the way
for all my seedlings to rise up. Shirley
Bouton always told me that according to
local lore, one must start tomato seeds on
Good Friday. I shall do that and more,
starting them in my new Burpee automatic
watering tray, so that it will take care of
business while I’m with my grandkids in
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Disneyworld. Black Krim and Cherokee
Purple, come forth! IK

Passages
[Ed note: This summer and autumn we lost
Jim Moseman, Walter Miller and Leighton
Scudder In this issue we remember Leighton,
with grateful thanks to Pattie Kelder who has
sent us the following.]
With a sorrowing heart I must report
the passing of Leighton Scudder, one of our
generous contributors, whose award winning
photos and accounts of local history have
recently graced these pages. Leighton was
modest and unassuming when it came to
sharing; his objective was to provide and
preserve material that would interest TTOH
readers. As time went by, he preferred telling
his stories to writing them, making it tricky
to get the details straight. Nevertheless, he
continued to entrust his stories to us. In his
own way, he was as fond of taking on a
project as his mother was.
At ninety-two, Leighton was perhaps
the last of Dad’s closest boyhood friends. He
never really grew old, though. Even as his
body slowed down, he continued to take an
interest in making new acquaintances,
planting flowers on Kay’s grave and
attending exercise classes at the Pine Hill
Community Center. He was blessed with a
reasonable degree of independence and
enough grace to accept help from Catskill
Neighbors and other folks when he needed a
helping hand.
In his younger days, Leighton took
over the family dairy operation, bringing the
herd to second place ranking in Delaware
County for butterfat content. Similarly
impressive was his way of keeping the farm
tidy, a trait which continued at the Big Indian
home where he and Kay retired.
When not busy on the farm, Leighton

enjoyed being on the Grange bowling and
basketball teams and attended many a square
dance. Arguably one of the best dancers of
his generation, he was perfectly willing to
teach this novice the steps. I was spoiled,
indeed!
Leighton’s ties to Halcott extended
to a lengthy tenure on the Halcott Cemetery
Board of Directors. I still remember him and
Earl Johnson walking up the driveway one
day, hats in hand, Leighton looking more
sheepish than Earl. Clearly they had been up
to something. They had come to tell Dad he
had just been voted President of the Board of
Directors! (You know the old adage about
asking a busy person to do something.)
Leighton always remained interested in the
care of the cemetery even in retirement,
particularly regarding the poor interest rates
and ways the present Board is using work
bees to help curtail expenses.
There was always a twinkle in
Leighton’s eye when it came to storytelling. I
cannot do justice to the telling, but will try to
share one of my favorites: The hillside
property behind the fence at the intersection
of Bruce Scudder Road and Delaware
County Route 37 was the site of the Prince
Albert Hotel. In Leighton’s youth, there was
a school bus stop there. By then the Prince
Albert had fallen into disrepair. One winter
day no bus was in sight when he arrived.
Whether the bus was late or he was early,

Leighton had a little time on his hands. The
lure of the vacant hotel proved too much for
him. Since boys will be boys, he soon found
himself inside, looking up the staircase. One
step led to another as he cautiously climbed
to the top. A layer of snow coated the top
step and in that snow was . . . a fresh
footprint. Well, as you might imagine,
Leighton exited the old hotel a whole lot
faster than he entered it! And he never
explored the Prince Albert again.
Oh, how we will miss hearing these
stories and the man who so enjoyed sharing
them!
Welcome to Kai Siena DiBenedetto
Almost as a comfort, death is often
followed by birth, that joyful beginning, full
of promise that comes to hopeful parents.
Kane and Katy DiBenedetto have brought a
daughter, Kai Siena into the world, and it
makes us smile to think how rich that world
will be with cousins Simone, Buck and
Carmen on hand to help with discoveries!

.

Prepare
for the

Halcott Fair
July 21, 2018
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The Times of the
Halcott United
Methodist Church
Spring 2018 Pattie Kelder, Correspondent

Bible Trivia
Did you know that mint was used as currency
in Bible times? Perhaps this explains why
we mint coins (worth a mint, if in mint
condition) at three US mints.
Sign seen in a flower patch: Garden of
Weedin’, the exact consequences of eating
forbidden fruit! (See Gen. 3:17-19.)
The Power of Prayer
As surely as we arrive on this earth,
we will leave. Some people are still here
after a whole series of life threatening ills;
others aren’t. Nevertheless, each of us gets
done in by something. The good news is that
we can trust God to stay with us through it
all, even the yucky parts.
One might think paralysis from a
massive stroke at the age of 92 could be an
exit cue. Not necessarily. This was Bob
Johnson’s situation recently. Calls were
made and prayers were said. Before long,
Bob woke up in the night, unhooked his leads
and took himself to the bathroom, where
astonished ICU staff intercepted him and
promptly escorted him back to bed. Reports
are that they are still shaking their heads over
such a speedy, complete recovery – as much
as one hundred per cent.
But we know. It’s a God thing. And
we are grateful.
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From the Pastor’s Pen
Happy Easter! I can’t believe it is
already Easter time. This year, the first day of
Lent fell on Valentine’s Day. Wow, I felt like
I had just put away the Christmas decorations
and it’s was already Lent.
However, Lent has always been an
intense time of year for me as a Christian. It
is a time of reflection and self-assessment
and this year was no different. I spent many
hours reading the Bible and meditating on the
words I read. Realizing just how important
my God is to me in every aspect of my life.
Many people may say, “Well, you’re a
pastor, of course God is important to you.”
But how many of you know how important
God is in your lives? How often do you pay
homage to the Lord? Do you only pray in
times of trouble? How often do you thank
God for all you have?
I know that God wants a personal
relationship with you, each of you just as He
has with me. Worshiping together is
important; it is helpful for each of us to be
around others who think and feel the same
way we do. But, what is more important is
your relationship with the Lord. He wants
your heart.
I would personally like to invite you
to join us in Halcott on Sunday mornings at
9:00 where I will be leading worship. In
addition, there will be a Sunday worship
service in the Fleischmanns Community

Calendar
The community is invited as follows:
Maundy Thursday, March 29 – 6:00 p.m.
Seder, Margaretville UMC, reservations
requested
Good Friday, March 30 – Interfaith Council
Service, Margaretville UMC, noon
Easter Sunday, April 1 – Easter Sunrise
Service, Belleayre Mountain – TBA
9:00 a.m. worship at Halcott UMC
Worship with Bishop Bickerton, April 8 –
10:30 a.m., Margaretville UMC, no service in
Halcott

Sober Fact
According to the American Bible Society, 75%
of religious persecution targets are Christians.
But for the “accident” of birthplace, we might
be among them.
Precious in His Sight
The pastor at Leighton Scudder’s
funeral shared an interesting anecdote. It
seems that aside from White Christmas and
God Bless America, most tunes penned by
famed composer Irving Berlin went unnoticed.
Later in his life, an interviewer wondered if
there were any questions Berlin wished he’d
been asked. Turned out there was one: what
did he think of his lesser known compositions?
Berlin told him he felt they were all wonderful.
The pastor went on to say that the same
is true of God. We are all wonderfully made.
Whether wealthy or homeless, prominent or
obscure, athletic or handicapped, clean or
addicted, God loves each of us deeply enough
to have created us. He cares for us no matter
what has happened since then. Nothing can
separate us from our Father’s love.
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United Methodist Church at noon. That service
will be conducted by Pastor Donna LeRoy.
You are always welcome to join any service in
the parish; Halcott and Roxbury at 9:00 a.m.
and Andes and Margaretville at 10:30 a.m. In
addition, on Easter Sunday, there will be
Sunrise Services in Andes and Roxbury. I
hope you have a very happy Easter.
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